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20 Reasons to apply to St. Wilfrid’s
Here at St. Wilfrid’s, we think there are many reasons to apply
to the Sixth Form. Throughout this prospectus, be sure to check
out our top 20.
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Our results are consistently strong. We help
students maximise their progress from their
starting point with personalised provision.

WELCOME TO ST. WILFRID’S
CATHOLIC SIXTH FORM COLLEGE
Thank you for taking an interest in St. Wilfrid’s
Sixth Form College. Our Sixth Form is highly
successful and vibrant. We are proud of our
reputation as a centre of academic excellence,
striving to ensure that all young people meet
their God-given potential. As a Catholic Sixth
Form, we are proud that all students are
well supported in a nurturing and caring
Christian environment. St. Wilfrid’s is a learning
community, where all - adults and young
people alike - are engaged in an exciting
journey of learning.
We welcome applications from young people who are able to support,
and benefit from, our ethos. We have a dedicated, specialist team
of subject tutors and pastoral leaders, who help to personalise each
individual’s journey. Through careful guidance and support, students can
choose a wide range of subjects at either Advanced Level or Vocational
Level appropriate to their individual talents, enabling them to progress
to university or apprenticeship. This is one of the key reasons why our
progression rates are unrivalled in the local area.
Please take the time to read the prospectus and visit us. I look forward to
meeting you in the future; you will be assured a warm welcome.
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Inspire yourself..

Andrew Lewis,
Director of Sixth Form
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We are proud of the progress our young people make
in the Sixth Form. Our curriculum is designed to be
personal and tailored to the needs of each individual,
giving all the opportunity to thrive.
In 2016, St Wilfrid’s students achieved in line with
other school-based sixth forms nationally. In the
facilitating subjects, St. Wilfrid’s performed well above
the local average. Vocationally, St. Wilfrid’s students
make excellent progress.
We are the first choice of many young people and parents, as we offer a nurturing
environment and do not give up on students.
We recognise that academic study is becoming harder, with changes to qualifications.
We are well-prepared for linear qualifications, having already begun the full transition
as the qualifications have been phased-in. This has help our teachers and students stay
ahead of the game and achieve strong results in the new qualifications.
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84% of our
students
progressed onto
university in 2016,
with 24% of these
going to the top
Russell Group
Universities.

For the last 3 years we have
consistently performed in the top
30% of schools nationally.

We take our time to make sure that you are on the
right course. Our induction process begins with our
Sixth Form Progression, which will take place between
November and December, depending on your current
school. We will help you to understand the importance
of your GCSE Score Calculation and discuss some of the
minimum entry requirements for subjects.
We will discuss your future plans and build your programme of study. Following your GCSE
results day, we will revisit this discussion through enrolment and induction days, confirming
your courses in September. We feel that it is important that we do this well, so that you can
be assured you will begin a course which is right for you and will allow you to maximise
you potential. We do not give up on young people and support them throughout their
journey, monitoring, intervening and assisting when necessary.
We also provide for the most able, with a bespoke provision supporting applications to top
universities. One of our students has recently gained a place at Harvard and we frequently
have students accepted onto courses at Oxbridge and Russell Group universities, due to this
personalised support. Recently, 4 students accepted places at university to study medicine.

FURTHER COLLEGE
INFORMATION

PROGRESS
PERFORMANCE
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YOUR PROGRAMME
OF STUDY
It is important to remember that each learner is different and that all Level 3
routes offer onward progression.
The main difference in the programmes is in how the assessment for the qualification is carried out and how much examined work
there will be. It is important to personalise a programme which is suitable for each individual. There are three potential Programmes
of Study:

Linear Advanced-Level Qualifications
These will typically be examined at the end of the 2 year course. These are linear examinations and all of your work is assessed at the end.
However, there are still some controlled assessments in subjects. All students will sit a robust internal mock assessment at the end of Year 12,
to consider how well they are performing and inform progression to Year 13. These qualifications suit learners who are good at exams and
will have a grade 5 or above (an old B grade equivalent) profile or above at GCSE.

Vocational Qualifications
These subjects are examined by placing more emphasis on creating a portfolio of evidence. They are more ‘hands-on’ in approach and can
also require work experience. It is worth remembering that there may still be some examined material in the qualification and individual
subjects can provide information on this. These qualifications provide excellent progression to University or Level 4 Apprenticeships.

Combined Study
Some students are able to combine programmes to include some Advanced Level study and some Vocational. To do this, a student would
typically have a grade 5 or above in the subjects they would study at Advanced Level. Careful consideration will need to be given to the mix
of subjects and suitability of the programme for the student.
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We are unique. Our ethos means
that we support and don’t give up
on students easily.

“If you do not pass English and Maths at GCSE, it is a requirement that you continue to study them as part of your
6th form programme of studies. This will take one study option on your timetable.”
We also offer a bespoke Level 2 provision for those not ready to progress onto Level 2. This could include GCSE English, Maths, L2
Vocational Science, IT or Health and Social Care. See the information later in the prospectus regarding this pathway.
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INTRODUCTION
TO A LEVELS
Typically, our young
people will study 3 or 4
Advanced Levels and their
GCSE Score Calculation
will help determine this.
These are demanding
qualifications, with the
examinations at the end
of two years.
The Post-16 climate has changed
significantly in the last 3 years
and all Advanced Level subjects
will be linear qualifications for
examinations in 2018. This means
that the exams will be taken at the
end of the two years of study.
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Our facilities and equipment are
unrivalled, being specifically
designed to support learning.
| 11

“I love Biology, as
the teachers have
really supported
me to prepare for
my future career in
medicine.”
- Eden Tolley

BIOLOGY

BUSINESS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSE’s. You must have at least a grade 5 in GCSE
Dual Award Science/Biology, and ideally a grade 6 in
Maths. Ideally you will also choose to study A level chemistry.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSE passes, including a grade 5 in GCSE Maths.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Topics studied include Topics studied include • Cell biology and biological molecules
• DNA and Genetics
• Organ systems and exchange
• Energy transfers in and between organisms
• How organisms respond to changes in their internal and
external environment
• Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
• The control of gene expression.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Paper 1 and Paper 2 will be internally assessed exams sat in
the summer of year 12.
Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3 will be sat in the summer of
year 13 (your A level grade will be determined solely from
these exams).

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
You will study the interrelated nature of Business using business
models, theories and techniques to support analysis of
contemporary business issues and situations. You will examine
topics and issues that are relevant in today’s society, through
key contemporary developments such as digital technology,
business ethics and globalisation.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
3 external exams: Papers 1,2 & 3, each 2 hours in length and
all equally weighted at 33% of the A level.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Further study of Business at degree level in combination
with courses such as Finance, Marketing, Accounting,
Management, Logistics, Retailing and Languages. Entry
into employment/higher level apprenticeships areas such as
Banking, Retail and Accounting.

In addition, you will complete 12 required practicals
throughout the 2 year course.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
A level Biology opens the door to many careers. A number
of our past students have progressed to study science based
courses at University, and have found successful careers
within the medical profession, pharmaceutical industry,
teaching and as research scientists at various academic
institutions. A level Biology is a well respected course
by Universities and also amongst employers, and when
combined with another science A level subject, offers a
variety of options for entry to further education.
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Our bursary support for
disadvantaged students is excellent
and is reflected by the onward
progression rates of our learners.
| 13

CHEMISTRY

DANCE

DRAMA AND THEATRE

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• A very good GCSE Score Calculation
• Minimum of a grade 5 in English
• Minimum of grade 6 in Mathematics
• You must have a grade 6 in Chemistry/Combined
Science.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs including English Language. It is preferable to
have at least a 5 in GCSE Dance or at least a Merit in BTEC
Performing Arts.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English Language and Maths

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

We strongly recommend taking another science and/or
Maths at A-level
ABOUT THE COURSE:
A-Level Chemistry is an exciting course, which is
academically demanding. Students study new theories
and learn how to apply them in explaining change in the
universe. Practical work illustrates these ideas and students
gain new skills in planning and carrying out experiments.
Topics covered:
• Physical Chemistry
• Organic Chemistry
• Inorganic Chemistry
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
The exam board is AQA and the assessment is all exam
based, students will study As level in year 12, which consists
of 2 exams & A Level in year 13, which consists of 3 exams.
All new Chemistry A-Levels must contain 20% mathematics
and 12 assessed practicals.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
We see a good proportion of our students progressing to
Russell Group Universities to study a variety of courses such
as Chemistry, Medicine, Pharmacy, Engineering, Chemical
Engineering, Veterinary Science and Natural Sciences. The
practical and analytical skills needed throughout the course
will help students in the future. Students who take Chemistry
related courses have a higher than average employability
rate.
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Express yourself..

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
The A Level course requires students to develop, articulate
and demonstrate practical and theoretical knowledge,
understanding and experience of:
• Technical and performance skills
• The process and art of choreography
• Professional dance works and the significance of these
works
• You will work within contemporary, ballet and jazz dance
styles.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
The course is split into two halves with 50% of your grade
created from practical work and 50% from theoretical work.
The practical work consists of a two minute set solo in a
specific dance style, a four minute quartet performance piece,
and a three minute piece of group choreography.
The theory work consists of a 2 & ½ hour long exam based on
professional dance works that you will have studied over the
duration of the course.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
This course is a stepping stone into either a professional
dance performance career or dance teaching career. Previous
students have gone onto courses at; LIPA, NSCD, SSCD,
Trinity College, SLP, Newcastle College PA, LABAN, or onto
the many dance courses at universities such as; York St John,
Manchester Met, Liverpool Hope, Liverpool John Moores,
Leeds Met, Queen Marys, De Montford, Edge Hill, Leicester,
and Newcastle. Many students take up this course for pure
enjoyment. As they are doing three other academic subjects
they are still able to continue onto academic courses at
university.

Edexcel - A Level - 2 Years

“I really enjoy the
practicals in this
subject and the
teachers really go
that extra mile.”
- Holly Lowe

It is recommended, but not essential, that you have a GCSE in Drama or a
BTEC in Performing Arts.
This is a very practical course. You will be learning through doing.
You will work individually and with a group. You will gain confidence
in creating live performance, in presenting ideas to an audience, in
using research skills to deepen your understanding. You will need to be
collaborative and inquisitive, energetic and brave. This course is not the
study of acting, it is the study of Drama and Theatre.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
You will be required to:
• Perform/design for a text-based performance
• Perform/design for a devised performance
• Explore the work of two practitioners
• Produce a portfolio to detail the creation and development of ideas for
a performance and evaluate their process
• Answer questions on a set text in an exam
• Analyse and evaluate a piece of live theatre in an exam.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Component 1: Devising (40%) - devise and perform a piece of theatre.
You will record your process in a portfolio, internally assessed and
externally moderated.
Component 2: Text in Performance (20%) - group performance from a
performance text and performance of a monologue/ duologue from
another text. Externally assessed by a visiting examiner.
Component 3: Theatre makers in Practice (40%) - 2.5 hour written exam.
Choice of one set text from six which must be explored practically and
which you interpret as an actor and director.
An evaluation of a piece of live theatre which you have seen.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Drama and Theatre Studies can be continued at University through degree
courses. Students can also progress to Drama Schools for professional
training. Jobs in the communications industry are a popular choice.

6

Our induction arrangements support
our learners and ensure that no
student begins a programme they
are unable to succeed in.
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ECONOMICS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSE passes, including a 6 in GCSE Maths and Grade 5
in GCSE English.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• 5 good GCSEs including in English Language and
Maths.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
A level Economics provides learners with a combination of
microeconomic and macroeconomic content that will develop an
understanding of economic concepts and theories through a critical
consideration of current economic issues, problems and institutions
that affect everyday life.

It is strongly recommended that you have a very good grade
in English Language or Literature (grade 5/6).

Eduquas - A Level - 2 Years

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
3 external exams: Economic Principles 1 hour 30 minutes, Exploring
Economic Behaviour 2 hours 30 minutes and Evaluating Economic
Models and Policies 2 hours 30 minutes.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Further study of Economics at degree level and or with a
combination of different subjects e.g., Maths, Accountancy. Entry
into career routes such as Banking and Finance.

“This a
challenging but
intriguing A Level
- I have found it
very rewarding.”
- Maria Fairs
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Our guidance is outstanding. 75% of our
students progressed onto university in 2015,
a statistic only matched by local schools in
the independent sector.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
There will be plenty of varied reading about ideas, concepts
and theories relating to language. There is a focus on new
linguistic techniques, both for use in your own writing and
for applying to texts created by others to consider different
uses of language. You will be able to producing sustained,
controlled analytical writing full of personal ideas and
responses by the end of two years.
There are two topics of assessment - Language, the Individual
and Society and Language Diversity and Change. The
course is assessed via two exams worth 40% and a
coursework investigation on own choice of issue relating to
language worth 20%.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
You’ll be taught in classroom sessions using a wide range
of teaching and learning methods. This course is examined
by a total of two written external exams and two pieces of
coursework. The first coursework piece is a piece of original
writing and an accompanying commentary, as well as an
investigation into an area of linguistic study of your choice.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
An A-level in English Language is particularly useful if you
are interested in studying law, journalism, education, social
work and PR and Media.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• 5 GCSEs at Grade 5 and above including a good grade for
English Language and Maths.
It is strongly recommended that you have a very good grade in
English Language or Literature.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
There will be plenty of varied reading about ideas, concepts and
techniques relating to language and literature. There is a focus on
new linguistic frameworks, both for use in your own writing and
for applying to texts created by others to consider different uses
of language. You will be able to producing sustained, controlled
analytical writing full of personal ideas and responses by the end of
two years. You will study a variety of literary and non-literary texts.
Some possible text choices:
• The Kite Runner
• The Great Gatsby
• Into the Wild
• Othello
There are two topics of assessment - Paper 1 is Telling Stories and
Paper 2 is Exploring Conflict. The course is assessed via these two
exams worth 40% and a coursework investigation on your own
choice of issue relating to language and/or literature worth 20%.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
You’ll be taught in classroom sessions using a wide range of
teaching and learning methods. This course is examined by a total
of two written external exams and one piece of coursework. The
coursework piece is an investigation into an area of linguistic study
of your choice.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
An A-level in English Language and Literature is particularly useful
if you are interested in studying law, journalism, education, social
work and PR and Media. It is a course which is rapidly gaining
popularity and is highly respected and adaptable to any higher
education pathway.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE
OCR - A Level - 2 Years

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• 5 good GCSEs including English Language and Maths.
It is strongly recommended that you have a very good grade
5/6 in English Language or Literature.

“A real
grounding of
what is going
on with the
world.”

“The teachers
are really caring,
supportive and have
bags of enthusiasm.
They have encouraged
me all the way to
express myself in new
ways.”

- Eddie Davis

- Jenny Wilkinson

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs including English Language and Maths.

Delivery of the Extended Project Qualification in centres will
involve some teaching of the necessary skills, supervision and
assessment of the student’s progress. It will involve extended
autonomous work by the student. It will require in total 120
guided learning hours.

Topics studied can include:
• American Literature
• Dystopian Worlds
• Shakespeare
• Modern Prose and Drama
• Poetry.

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Students are required, with appropriate supervision, to:
• Choose an area of interest
• Draft a title and aims of the project for formal approval by
the centre
• Plan, research and carry out the project
• Deliver a presentation to a non specialist audience
• Provide evidence of all stages of project development and
production for assessment.

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
You’ll be taught in classroom sessions using a wide range
of teaching and learning methods. This course is examined
by a total of two written external exams and two pieces of
coursework. The first coursework piece is a comparative essay
into two linked texts of your own choice and the second is a
close analysis piece of writing focused on 20 lines or poetry
or a short extract from a novel.

Students will create a written Log and report or artefact, they
will also present their work to a non-specialist audience.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Universities and employers look favourably on this
qualification as it gives students new skills, in the form of
research, report writing and independent study and helps
them to develop knowledge and understanding of a specific
area of interest.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
An A-level in English Literature is particularly useful if you are
interested in studying English Literature, journalism, media,
classics, law and many others.
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AQA - Stand alone qualification - 1 Year (Year 13)

ABOUT THE COURSE:
The Extended Project will develop and extend from one or
more of the student’s study areas and/or from an area of
personal interest or activity outside their main programme of
study. It will be based on a topic chosen by the student(s) and
agreed as appropriate by the centre.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops an understanding of the importance of
literature and its significance in helping us to understand the
world around us. You will study prose, poetry and drama
from a variety of genres and authors, as well as considering
context as an influential factor in regards to literature. There
is also an element of the course focused on critical theory
and it’s applications to the literary world, as well as thematic
investigations into a genre of fiction based around unseen
texts.

Create yourself..

EXTENDED PROJECT
QUALIFICATION

8

Our student population is diverse. The
majority of St. Wilfrid’s students choose to
stay in Sixth Form and 80 new students join
us each year from other providers.
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Discover yourself..

FINE ART

FRENCH

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English Language and Maths.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English Language and Maths.

It is strongly recommended that you have a grade 6 or above in a
creative subject.

At least a 6 Grade in French.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
We follow the AQA specification for Art & Design. This course
aims to provide you with a broad foundation in Art and to
develop skills from GCSE. Aiming to promote the individual
and creative development of student’s work and establishing
confidence in creating artwork using a variety of approaches,
techniques and skills.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Students will initially be introduced to a variety of techniques and
materials during workshop sessions; these will build up students’
confidence, knowledge and abilities before they begin their main
body of coursework.
• Component 1: Personal investigation
o 60% of A Level
o Internally Set, Internally Marked, Externally Moderated by
AQA during a visit to the centre.

“There is a great
atmosphere in this
subject, with helpful
advice which makes
me feel like an
individual.”
- Daniel Goodwin-McKeon

• Component 2: Externally set assignment
o 40% of A Level
o Internally Set, Internally Marked, Externally Moderated by
AQA during a visit to the centre.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
We have an excellent track record of our students successfully
gaining places at universities on specialist Art and other related
courses including Animation, Graphic Design, Textiles and
Photography.
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Students are encouraged promote change.
Our Student Leadership represent the
student body to ensure a voice.

“Learning French
is not simply about
language but
immersing yourself
in this unique
culture.”

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops your language skills and provides the
opportunity to study a wide range of current events, cultural
differences and traditions.
Topics studied include:
• Social issues and trends (law & order, cyber-society,
cultural diversity etc)
• French culture (music & cinema)
• French political life (right to vote, protests & immigration).
You will also study one text and one film throughout the
course and carry out an individual research project based on
your own interests.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
• One Listening, Reading and Writing exam lasting 2.5
hours and worth 50% of the A-Level
• One Writing exam lasting 2 hours and worth 20% of the
A-Level
• One speaking exam lasting 21-23 minutes and worth
30% of the A-Level.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
A Modern Language is not a stand-alone skill and can be
applied to virtually any job or future area of study. An A
Level in MFL is likely to set you apart from other graduates
and improve your overall employability. Traditionally
career paths include; interpreting, the diplomatic service,
international law, hotel management, work at the European
Commission, aid work and teaching English abroad. French
is the official language of the United Nations and 29 nations
worldwide and Spanish remains one of the most widely
spoken languages in the world.

- Ruby Thompson
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GEOGRAPHY

AQA - A Level - 2 Years
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Good Geographical subject knowledge and skills. An interest in
global issues.
We will expect you to have at least the following:
• GCSE Geography minimum grade 5
• GCSE English and Maths at a good grade
ABOUT THE COURSE:
The A Level is made up of 3 components: Physical Geography;
Human Geography; Fieldwork.
The aim of the course is to use contemporary casestudies to
examine key themes and Geographical issues.
A relevant curriculum… At a time of growing concern about
climate change, shrinking energy resources and global poverty Geography is one of the most relevant courses you could choose
to study.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
The A Level has 2 exams at the end of the second year.
• Physical Geography 2 hours 30 minutes- 40% of A Level, 120
marks (a mixture of multiple choice, short answer questions
and extended prose levelled response answers)
• Human Geography 2 hours 30 minutes- 40% of A Level, 120
marks (a mixture of multiple choice, short answer questions
and extended prose levelled response answers).
One piece of fieldwork (must attend 4 days of fieldwork - 2 days
of Human Geography, 2 days of Physical Geography)
• Geographical Fieldwork Investigation- 20% of A Level, 60
marks, 3,000-4,000 words - completed throughout the course.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Many universities require A Level Geography for their degree
requirements including: Earth Sciences, Geography and Geology,
Archaeology and Leisure and Tourism. Oxbridge and ‘Redbrick’
Universities suggest Geography is an ‘enabling and facilitating
and facilitating’ subject. It was named as a traditional academic
subject that challenges and enables pupils to achieve.
Geography can be used in a variety of careers in a variety of
fields including International Relations, Flood Management,
Urban Planning, GIS, Teaching, Meteorology (Weather
Forecasting) and Hazard Management.
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HISTORY

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

“Simply fascinating
- exploring casestudies of significant
events alongside
friends who push
each other.”

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
If History studied at GCSE a grade 5 is required. It is also
strongly recommended that you have a grade 5 in English.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
The course has two units
• The consolidation of the Tudor dynasty in England, 1485
- 1603
• Revolution and Dictatorship :Russia and the Soviet Union,
1917 - 1953.
There is also a Historical investigation into Civil Rights in the
USA, 1865-1994.

- Jordan Roscoe

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Two exams, each exam worth 40% of the A level.
The Historical Investigation which will be a piece of extended
writing (3000-3500 words) is worth 20%.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
History is highly valued by Universities as an A level choice.
Most of our History students go on to study at University with
many of them reading History, English, Politics or Law.
A
•
•
•
•
•
•

level History opens the doors to a wide range of careers:
Law
Teaching
Journalism
Civil Service
Politician
Roles within Business.

“An amazing subject
which has helped me
to explore who I am
by learning about
characters from the
past.”
- Ellie Foster

10

Academic performance within the Sciences is
outstanding and has been performing in the top
10% of schools nationally for the last 5 years.
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“This subject will
challenge you like
no other and push
you further than you
thought you could be you need to love Maths
and problem solving.”
- Anna Bailey

LAW

AQA - A Level - 2 Years
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs including English Grade 5 or above.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
Law students will study a range of topics that give a broad over
view of law and the legal system.
First year: English legal system, nature of law, criminal law and
tort law.
Second year: English legal system, nature of law, contract law.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Law is now a linear A level. Students will take three two hour
exams at the end of the second year. Each exam is worth 33.3% of
the A level. There will also be ongoing internal assessment across
the two years including mock examinations.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
A level law is a valued academic qualification. Universities
including the Russell Group and Cambridge have confirmed they
do accept law A level as a subject for entry on to a law degree
course.

11
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Of course, law A level can be used to in order to go on to a
large range of non-law courses as well. Law A level can be used
to pursue a career in law, either as a solicitor or barrister, legal
executive, work in local and central government but also for other
careers outside of law such as journalism, teaching, working for
NGOs and charities, management and business.

We have a successful track record of Oxbridge
offers and a student has recently been
successful in gaining a place at Harvard.
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MATHEMATICS

FURTHER MATHEMATICS

CORE MATHS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
At least a grade 6 in GCSE Mathematics.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
It is recommended that you have a grade 8 in Maths.
You must take Mathematics as an A-Level.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
A minimum of 5 good passes at GCSE at 5 or above and a
very good pass in Maths at Grade 6.

Love of (yes, that’s right, a love of) Maths essential!

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This subject is suited to learners who have achieved a good
set of GCSE grades but do not want to study a full A Level
in Maths. It is a relatively new initiative in order to boost the
numbers of students continuing to take Maths at Post-16. It is
ideal for students who want to show continued study in Maths
at Level 3 to prospective employers or university providers.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Mathematics is an academically demanding but rewarding
course that develops analytical and problem-solving skills.
The course has an emphasis on Pure content that will include:
algebra, functions, trigonometry and calculus.
Alongside this there is Mechanics and Statistical content that
will include: vectors, Newton’s laws, moments, statistical
sampling, distributions, data interpretation and hypothesis
testing.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Assessments will take place throughout the year to monitor
progress.
The final assessment for AQA will consist of three
examinations at the end of the two year course.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
On completion of the course, most students will progress to a
University Mathematics-related course such as Mathematics,
Engineering, Accountancy, Economics or similar Businessrelated degrees. Helpful for Science-based degrees. Highly
regarded by top Universities.
Career opportunities for people with Maths degrees along
with other qualifications consist of: accounting, medicine,
engineering, forensic pathology, finance, business,
consultancy, teaching, IT, games development, scientific
research, programming, the civil service, design, construction
and astrophysics to name a few…

Picture yourself..
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AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course will push you way beyond your perceived limits.
Topics studied include:
• Complex Numbers
• Further Calculus (Differentiation and Integration)
• Further Algebraic Manipulation
• Further Trigonometry
• Further Vectors
• Hyperbolic Functions
• Further Applied Mathematics.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Assessments will take place throughout the year to monitor
progress.
The final assessment for AQA will consist of three
examinations for A-Level Mathematics at the end of year 12
and three Further Mathematics examinations at the end of
year 13.

OCR - A Level - 2 Years

Core Maths will also support your programme of study in
particular subjects, if you are taking 3 A Levels in addition to
it - most notably Economics, Business and Science.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Core Maths will be taken over two years and be externally
assessed at the end of the course. The Level 3 qualification
will be half the size of an A Level however and be graded
pass, merit or distinction. It will count as the maths element of
the new Tech Bacc and the DfE is considering including Core
Maths in a new 16 to 19 performance measure.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Studying Further Mathematics is excellent preparation for
university. Many universities now encourage students to
take Further Mathematics qualifications to improve their
preparation for Mathematics-related courses. Some leading
universities now specify Further Mathematics as an entry
requirement for certain courses.
On completion of the course, most students will progress to
a top university to study Mathematics-related courses such as
Mathematics, Actuarial Studies, Various Engineering Courses,
Biochemistry, Computing, Dentistry, Medicine, Physics, and
Veterinary Science to name a few. Further Mathematics is
very highly regarded by top Universities.

12

We are ahead of the game when
it comes to the changing Post-16
national agenda.
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Invent yourself..

13

We are a unique community. St. Wilfrid’s Day,
special events and opportunities for gathering
help build a strong, supportive community.

MEDIA STUDIES

PHYSICS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Students should have a grade 4/5 or above in English,
this is to ensure that they are able to produce good
quality written analysis of texts. It is not necessary to have
a GCSE in media studies, however if students have taken
GCSE media we insist that they have achieved a grade 4
or above.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
• Minimum grade 6 in GCSE Physics (or grade 6 in both Physics
papers of Combined Science).
• Minimum grade 5 for GCSE English Language.
• Minimum grade 7 or above for GCSE Maths.
• A strong GCSE Point Calculation.

OCR - A Level - 2 Years

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Media A level gives students the opportunity to develop
understanding of the media which affect our every-day
lives in contemporary society. It is a very up to date,’
forward thinking’ course. Students will study the impact
of media in the online age alongside more established
forms of media such as TV drama, the music industry
the press, advertising. Students will also develop skills in
digital media production.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
70% exam, 30% coursework.
Coursework involves researching, planning, filming
and editing a video or print product and evaluating the
outcome.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
This course develops skills in communication and digital
production which will be very valuable for ANY further
study or career.

“Explosive
stuff.”
- Lewis Kahler

Every year students go on to further study in media and
media related subjects; e.g advertising; film and TV
production, broadcast journalism, website and games
design, events management, journalism.
This subject also combines
well with others at degree level.

“Media practicals
give you the
freedom to explore
and develop your
own ideas.”
- Oliver Plunkett
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It is preferable that candidates are also undertaking A level Maths
and at least one other Science at A level. If candidates are not taking
A level Maths then they may be required to attend additional “Maths
for A level Sciences” lessons.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
The A Level is made up of nine sections of content. The first five
sections are addressed during Year 12 and are identical to those
needed for the AS level. AS topics cover: Measurement and their
Errors; Particles and Radiation; Waves; Mechanics and Materials;
Electricity.
The last four sections of content of the A level are delivered in Year13
and cover topics of: Further Physics and Thermal Physics; Fields and
their consequences; Nuclear Physics and one Option topic.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
You’ll be taught in classroom sessions using a wide range of teaching
and learning methods, including required internally assessed
practical activities. This course is examined by a total of three written
external exams at the end of Y13. In addition to the A level grade,
students will be given a practical certificate endorsement if they are
successful in meeting the required standard in assessed practical
activities.
Students will also sit an internal assessment at the end of Y12 as a
“health check” to judge progress.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
In regard to “keeping your options open”, studying A-levels Physics
is considered highly, along with Maths, in helping develop essential
skills for studying many different degrees.
Studying A level Physics can help access many Higher Education
courses at university departments in Physics and other Physical
Science, as well as: Engineering courses; Apprenticeships in a variety
of technology and engineering fields and careers in medical imaging
and radiotherapy.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
You will need to have good knowledge of theoretical skills
and be a competent performer. Therefore we will expect you
to have at least one of the following:
• GCSE PE minimum grade 5, or if PE has not been taken,
GCSE Science minimum grade 5/6;
• Be part of a team and/or perform to a club standard in
at least 1 sport.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, in addition to study psychology ideally you
will have a grade 5 in Mathematics (or have exam based
evidence of your competence in Mathematics) and a grade 5
in English or an equivalent subject.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
A-level Physical Education qualifications allow students to
play to their strengths and gain dynamic theoretical and
practical skills for further education or work. Students will
study the following topic areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Applied anatomy and physiology
Skill acquisition
Sport and society
Exercise physiology
Biomechanical movement
Sport psychology
Sport and society and the role of technology in physical
activity and sport.

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
A Level Physical Education will be assessed at the end of year
2. It will be 70% theory and 30% non-exam assessment - of
which 15% will be based on students assessed in the role of
player/performer or coach and 15% will be analysis and
evaluation of performance.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Higher Education Physical Education courses at a large
range of Universities. Ultimately this could lead to careers
in teaching, coaching, physiotherapy, personal trainer and
much more.
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“PE explores reallife situations, with
a friendly group of
teachers helping with
the theory content.”

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

- Lauren Hunter

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops an understanding of how the mind
both influences and explains our behavior: psychology does
this by focusing on a number of different topics such as:
mental illness & abnormal behaviour; memory; the formation
of attachments; stress; lateralization of brain functions;
biological rhythms; aggression; obedience and the research
methods that psychologists use.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Psychology is a linear A level. Students will take three two
hour exams at the end of the two years. There will ongoing
internal assessments across the two years to gauge and
measure progress including mock examinations.

“Nothing here is
boring, with teachers
who bring this
subject to life by
exploring difficult
ideas.”

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
If you study psychology beyond A level at degree level there are many jobs within psychology that you can pursue:
Clinical Psychologist, Counselling Psychologist, Health
Psychologist, Neuropsychologist, Development psychologist,
Educational psychologist, Sport psychologist/exercise
psychologist.
There are lots of jobs that psychology is a very valuable for:
police officer; social worker; care worker; teacher; nursery
worker; personnel / human resources worker; probation
worker. Psychology is a popular option to study in 2010
55,000 students completed psychology A-level in 2010 and
80,000 completed AS-level.

Motivate yourself..

- Claudia Booth

14

We celebrate diversity, welcoming
students from all backgrounds and faiths,
nurturing each and every person.
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Educate yourself..

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

SOCIOLOGY

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including a good grade 4/5 at GCSE
English Language.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, ideally you will have a 5 in English or an
equivalent subject.

It’s strongly recommended that you have a grade 5 in
English.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops an understanding of how society works.
What makes up our social world and how we can best
understand and make sense of society. Sociology does this
by focusing on a number of different topics such as: crime
and deviance, the family, religion and education. In each
topic we will look at sociological explanations for that part
of society and ask whether society works in a harmony with
itself or is in conflict for example. Within each topic we will
also look at dimensions of Gender; Class; Age; Race and
Ethnicity.

Eduqas - A Level - 2 Years

ABOUT THE COURSE:
One third of this course provides learners with the opportunity
to undertake an in-depth study of Christianity: sacred scripture
and religious figures and how these shape religious identity.
The second third of the course allows learners to have a
broad study of fundamental philosophical themes ranging
from arguments for the existence of God and the use of
religious language.
The final third of the course provides learners with the
opportunity to study fundamental ethical themes, including
ethical language, freewill and determinism.
Topics studied include:
• Christianity
• Philosophy
• Ethics.

“This is a subject
which has forced
me to think and
wonder about
the world we
live in.”

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
You will be taught in classroom sessions using a wide range
of teaching and learning methods. There will be three exams
which are 2 hours each which you will complete at the end
of Year 13. (Christianity, Philosophy, Ethics all worth 33.3%
each).

- Simrit Bal
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We work closely with apprenticeship providers
and local employers to ensure progression of
all learners following their courses.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
You can go on to study Religious Studies or philosophy at
degree level. Religious Studies is especially relevant to those
who may be interested in studying Ethics, Law, Medicine,
Social Welfare and Business in the future.

AQA - A Level - 2 Years

HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Sociology is a linear A level. Students will take three two
hour exams at the end of the two years. There will ongoing
internal assessment across the two years to measure and
gauge progress including mock examinations.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
If you study sociology at A level or at degree level - there
are many jobs that you can pursue: sociology is very
valuable for the roles of police officer; social worker; care
worker; teacher; nursery worker; personnel / human
resources worker; probation worker. Sociology is the third
most popular subject to study at degree level with a total of
66,020 undergraduate students following sociology.

“I have gained a
different perspective
on the way people
live in society; it has
opened my eyes to
the world.”
- Tiarnan Farmer
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AQA - A Level - 2 Years
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English Language and Maths.
At least a 6 Grade in Spanish.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops your language skills and provides the
opportunity to study a wide range of current events, cultural
differences and traditions.
Topics studied include:
• Social issues and trends (equal rights, cultural diversity etc)
• Spanish culture (cultural heritage, national identity & modern
day idols)
• Spanish political life (youth political awareness, political
movements & monarchies)
You will also study one text and one film throughout the course
and carry out an individual research project based on your own
interests.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
• One Listening, Reading and Writing exam lasting 2.5 hours
and worth 50% of the A-Level
• One Writing exam lasting 2 hours and worth 20% of the
A-Level
• One speaking exam lasting 21-23 minutes and worth 30%
of the A-Level.

Translate yourself..

SPANISH

16

Our students are trained to work with lower
school pupils, which provides considerable
mentor opportunities to help support UCAS
applications.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
A Modern Language is not a stand-alone skill and can be
applied to virtually any job or future area of study. An A Level in
MFL is likely to set you apart from other graduates and improve
your overall employability. Traditionally career paths include;
interpreting, the diplomatic service, international law, hotel
management, work at the European Commission, aid work and
teaching English abroad. French is the official language of the
United Nations and 29 nations worldwide and Spanish remains
one of the most widely spoken languages in the world.
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17

We have outstanding systems in
place to ensure that students are,
and remain, safe.

INTRODUCTION TO
VOCATIONAL
SUBJECTS
Vocational subjects are
equivalent to Advanced Levels
and are seen as such by most
universities and employers.
Our vocational achievement
has been outstanding at
St. Wilfrid’s for a number
of years and these subjects
have helped ensure strong
university progression rates.
In these subjects, you will typically learn by being more
‘hands-on’. Furthermore, whilst you will have occasional
assessments, the majority of the course is assessed through
portfolio evidence. You will need to work hard to achieve
these qualifications and ensure you are able to cope with
successive deadlines.
Over the next few years, there will be an increasing amount
of Level 4 University apprenticeships to progress onto. We
also offer a bespoke programme of Vocational Level 2
subjects. You will find these at the end of this section.
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APPLIED SCIENCES - 3
Edexcel - BTEC - 2 Years

Extended Certificate (1 A-Level), Diploma
(2 A-Levels), Extended Diploma (3 A-Levels)
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English and Mathematics.
Minimum of Grade 4 in GCSE Science or at least Merit in
Level 2 Applied Science.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course provides an opportunity to develop not only your
understanding of scientific topics, but improve your practical
laboratory skills, providing an ideal preparation for a career
in the scientific workplace.
Topics studied include;
• Microbiology & Genetics
• Physiology & Biomedical Science
• Organic and Inorganic Chemistry
• Material Science
• Astronomy
• And more…
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
In addition to being taught in classroom sessions by a team
of highly experienced teachers, you will be assessed using a
combination of;
• External examinations
• External practical skills assessments
• Internally assessed coursework.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
At St Wilfrid’s we have an excellent history of our students
moving on to high quality institutions for future study or
employment.
Due to the varied course content in the Applied Sciences,
your options for the future are very open. Possibilities exist for
students in the medical profession (e.g. nursing), Information
Technology, various specialisms of engineering, Forensics,
Biomedical Sciences, Sports Science, Psychology and Applied
Physics among others.
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Our curriculum is strong and varied,
with many subjects on offer to allow
personalisation of choice.
| 39

Improve yourself..

BUSINESS

HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE

Edexcel - BTEC - 2 Years

Edexcel - BTEC - 2 Years
National Extended Diploma

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 GCSE passes.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 GCSE’s preferably including English and Maths. A merit
or above in any BTEC subject shows ability for coursework

ABOUT THE COURSE:
You will study different aspects of the Business world.
Mandatory units include Exploring Business, Developing
a Marketing Campaign, Principles of Management and
Personal and Business Finance. Optional units include
Investigating Retail Businesses and Digital Marketing.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Assessment is a combination of externally assessed units
such as Personal and Business Finance and also internally
assessed units through assignment based tasks such as
Investigating Retail Businesses.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Further study of Business at degree level in combination
with courses such as Finance, Marketing, Accounting,
Management, Logistics, Retailing and Languages. Entry
into employment/higher level apprenticeships areas such as
Banking, Retail and Accounting.
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ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course is equivalent in size to three A Levels. Over the
two year course you will study a diverse range of topics
including: human development, care and support, public
health, psychology, sociology, research techniques and
analysis, anatomy, physiology and biological disorders. You
will also undertake work experience, planning and logging
your own progress in this area.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
13 units are studied of which 8 are mandatory coursework
units and 5 are externally examined. Mandatory content
(72%). External assessment (42%).
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Health and social care is a suitable course for any future
career with vulnerable people, whatever their age, ability or
condition. It is valuable for those wishing to go to university,
into apprenticeships, or employment. Students have entered
nursing, teaching, medical support roles, community and
youth work, social work and all types of care from gaining
this qualification.

Our Induction programme helps
learners to maximise their potential.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Pearson (Edexcel) - BTEC - 2 Years
Diploma

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Students are expected to have 5 GCSE’s at grades 4/5 including Maths
and English. However, due to the intensive nature of the course grades
5/6 in English and Maths is preferred.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
The course covers a broad range of IT subjects covering areas such
as IT systems, Social Media, Cyber Security, Programming, Project
Management and Product Development. There are 6 compulsory units and
2 optional units.
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
Assessment is a mixture of internally and externally assessed units and an
external exam. Internally assessed units will be subject to checking by an
external Moderator appointed by Pearson.
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
The course is suitable for most employment areas as IT skills in the
workplace are becoming more essential and the qualification leads into a
wide range of apprenticeships in the IT field. Universities all accept BTEC
as part of their entry requirements and this course can lead to a good
range of university courses, both vocational and academic. BTEC IT can
also be used to enhance UCAS points on a more academic course of
study.

Develop yourself..
42 |
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We believe in our students’
God-given talent and potential.
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“This subjects opens
doors, as there are
opportunities to
develop your coaching
and gain leadership
skills.”
- Thomas Roche

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Pearsons (Edexcel) - BTEC level 3 National
Extended Diploma in Sport - 2 Years
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
You will need to have good knowledge of theoretical skills and be a
competent performer.. Therefore we will expect you to have at least one of
the following:
• GCSE PE minimum grade 5, or if PE has not been taken, GCSE
Science minimum grade 5/6.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
The Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Sport is
intended for post-16 learners wanting to continue their education through
applied learning, and who aim to progress to higher education and
ultimately to employment, possibly in the sports sector. The qualification
is equivalent in size to three A Levels and has been designed as a full twoyear programme.
Pupils will study the following mandatory Units as well as 4 optional units;
• Unit 1: Anatomy and Physiology
• Unit 2: Fitness Training and Programming for Health, Sport and Wellbeing
• Unit 3: Professional Development in the Sports Industry
• Unit 4: Sports Leadership
• Unit 7: Practical Sports Performance
• Unit 8: Coaching for Performance
• Unit 9: Research Methods in Sport
• Unit 19: Development and Provision of Sport and Physical Activity
• Unit 22: Investigating Business in the Sport and Active Leisure Industry
• Unit 23: Skill Acquisition in Sport.

Enhance yourself..
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HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
• Examinations - all learners take the same assessment at the same time,
normally with a written outcome
• Set tasks - learners take the assessment during a defined window and
demonstrate understanding through completion of a vocational task.
Some external assessments include a period of preparation using set
information. External assessments are available twice a year
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Higher Education Physical Education courses at a large range of
Universities. This could lead to careers in teaching, coaching, personal
trainer and much more.
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APPLIED SCIENCES
Edexcel - BTEC - 1 Year
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
3-5 GCSEs.
Minimum of grade D or equivalent (grade 3) in GCSE
Science.
ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course provides students with an ideal introduction to the
BTEC course structure and many of the concepts and skills
required to study Applied Science at Level 3 and beyond.
Topics studied cover all 3 of the major scientific branches,
Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Specific topics may include;
• Human physiology
• Atomic structure
• Mano materials
• Organic Chemistry
• Astronomy
• And more…
HOW YOU WILL BE ASSESSED:
In addition to being taught in classroom sessions by a team
of highly experienced teachers, you will be assessed using a
combination of;
• External examinations
• Internally assessed coursework
CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Due to the similar structure and skills needed to other BTEC
courses, students completing the Level Science programme
are ideally suited to continue their studies on the Level 3
Science courses, particularly when combined with other Level
3 BTEC options.

We currently offer a
Level 2 programme
of study combining
English, Maths,
Science, ICT or Health
and Social Care.
Please contact us or
see our website for
further details.

LEVEL 2 OPTIONS
At St. Wilfrid’s we offer a
bespoke Level 2 provision, for
those who have not reached
the standard required for Level
3 Study. If on this pathway,
you would study Level 2
courses in your first year, with
the aim to progress onto Level
3 courses at St. Wilfrid’s the
following year. Within this
offer, you would be expected
to take GCSE English and
Maths, if you have not passed
this to the minimum standard
required.

Alternatively, students also excel when entering the
workplace due to their enhanced skillset and more advanced
understanding of physical chemical and biological systems
and their applications to the wider world.
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We very much welcome applications
from those who may need financial
assistance. At St. Wilfrid’s we are
passionate about closing the attainment
gap and including all, regardless of
financial circumstance. We have an
established bursary system to help
support young people with travel,
equipment and food. We also are a
well-resourced provider and can give
you access to a laptop to take home,
should you qualify. This will all be
completed with discretion assured.

In order to apply
for financial
assistance, you
should fill in one
of our Bursary
forms during the
induction process.
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Please visit the
college to look at our
outstanding resources
and environment.
There will be a warm
welcome. Look out for
our Open Events.
An application can be made through
UCAS Progress, which your current
school should have access to. An
application can also be made using one
of our Application Forms, available on
the Sixth Form website.
Applications are accepted throughout
the year. The Key dates section at the
back of the prospectus will help you
understand the process.
All courses run subject to
demand. However, we are keen
to start new courses, if there is
demand. If you are interested in
any course not in this prospectus,
please get in touch.

HOW TO APPLY

FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
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KEY DATES THE ENROLMENT
PROCESS
Prospectus Launch
and Open Events
September - November 2017

Progression
Discussions
November - December 2017

Open Doors
Evening
Early January 2018
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A tour of schools to discuss
the benefits of studying at St.
Wilfrid’s. Progression events
are held and St. Wilfrid’s is
represented at these.

The Open Day (7th October 2017)
and Sixth Form Open Evening (9th
November 2017) help give you the
information you need from subject
tutors and the Sixth Form Team.

Students from larger centres will
speak to the Director of Sixth
Form in a one-to-one discussion
at your current school; some
Progression Discussions are held
at St. Wilfrid’s.

We will discuss your current
progress, future career aims and
potential courses; personalisation
is the goal here…

GCSE Results Day
and Enrolment

An opportunity to visit the Sixth
Form once more and see what
we have to offer. The focus
here is to provide a relaxed
environment to help you get
some answers.

Specialist tutors and Sixth Form
staff will be on hand to discuss
our offer and help you narrow
down your potential courses.

Induction Day
One

Taster
Days
June 2018

23rd August 2018

4th September 2018

Students will come to St. Wilfrid’s
to sample life at the college and
get a feel for potential lessons.

If you are still unsure of your
subject choices, further advice
can be obtained from subject
tutors and staff.

Using your results, work
our your GCSE Point Score
Calculation and gain advice on
which subjects you are able to
study.

Speak to subject tutors and Sixth
Form staff regarding appropriate,
aspirational and realistic
programmes of study, then go home,
celebrate and consider your options.

Meet new friends, discover
your Form Tutor; meet the team
in the Sixth Form Assembly;
photographs; Biometrics; and
much more!

Complete your Course Enrolment
form after considering your GCSE
APS and programmes of study.
Sign up for intended subjects, to be
verified by Sixth Form leadership
team.
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